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MT 30M5 MG

Italian in design, the Modulus seating system incorporates  comfort, ergonomics, 
strength and durability into a simple plastic, wood or upholstered chair.

The design of the Modulus is based on a rigid undercarriage which fully supports 
the seat and back when the chair is used. It is the undercarriage which connects to 
the legs, beams or gas lift swivel, depending on the end use. 

With the addition of accessories, the Modulus seating system is able to adapt in 
funtionality to be used  in classrooms,  offices, churches, waiting rooms, canteens 
and lecture halls.
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The M5 is available in high strength polypropylene, polypropylene with 
upholstered pads or in a wood veneer.

The legs on the M5 provide a very stable base and ensure that the 
backrest does not rub against walls behind the seat.

M5
High strength polypropylene with 
matt embossed finish

M5 Stacked
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M5F
Foam padded upholstered 
seat and back

M5W
Pressed, curved wood 
veneer finish
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Options and Accessories
Foam padded upholstered seat and back 
with plastic outers.

Wood veneer (Beech wood with option 
of 4 Ferco standard wood finishes).

Available with armrests, writing tablets, 
underseat bookrack, coupling hooks and 
storage dolly.
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The M5 has a number of accessories. From armrests 
to bookracks and writing tablets it’s versatility 
brings functionality with minimal effort . 

MA5  Writing Tablet MA7 Coupling Hook (Nylon) MA6 Coupling Hook (Metal) 

MA3 Bookrack MA 4 DollyMA1 Armrest 

Accessories

M5 with MA 1 armrests MA3 book rack and 
linked with MA7 coupling hook
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A stack of M5s on the MA4 Dolly

M5F with MA5 writing tablet, 
MA 1 armrest, MA 3 bookrack
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MT 30
Polypropylene seat and back

With similar accessories to the M5, the MT30 can be configured to suit many 
different uses. In addition, it can be fitted with our patented Wrimatic A3 sized 
writing tablet which provides an indestructible lecture theatre solution for all 
levels of education and training.
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MT30 F 
Foam padded with fabric upholstery 

MT30 W   
Wooden seat and back
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Options and Accessories
Foam padded upholstered seat and back 

with plastic outers.

Wood veneer (Beech wood with option of 

4 Ferco standard wood finishes).

Available with armrests, writing tablets, 
underseat bookrack and intermediate table 
top.
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MT11  Laminated Table MT19 

Plastic Row Numbering Beam End Cap

MT7A 

Accessories

Wrimatic  Accessories

Wrimatic Left Hand ArmWrimatic Writing Tablet

The MT30 with MT11 laminated table

Like the M5, the MT30 has it’s own accessories  to 
suit different functions.
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Patented by FERCO since 1998, the 
Wrimatic writing tablet has proven to be 
popular amongst educational institutions 
who require a strong, durable but low 
maintenance writing tablet.  With a large 
A3 size surface, the Wrimatic supports full 
sized laptops and suitable for both left and 
right handed people.

The Wrimatic MT30 is a simple non tip-
up seating solution that is suitable for 
classrooms, waiting  areas, briefing rooms 
in sports facilities, emergency services and 
lecture theatres.

Left handed friendly Suitable for laptop usage

Tested to carry 240kgs Large ABS writing tablet

Wrimatic MT 30
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MG - with polyproylene seat and back

The MG is the office / task chair system for the Modulus range. Like the M5 
and the MT30 it has the option of having wood veneers or being padded 
and upholstered. 

With a central 5 star thermoplastic support on castors the Modulus 
transforms into a classic task chair complete with gas lift height adjustor.

Ideal in areas where robust functionality is required, such as labs, workshops, 
drawings offices, IT rooms and teaching spaces.

MG W  - Wooden seat and back

MG F  - Foam padded upholstered
 seat and back
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MA1R Armrest 

MA5  Writing Tablet
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Options and Accessories
Foam padded upholstered seat and back with 
plastic outers.

Wood veneer (Beech wood with option of 
4 Ferco standard wood finishes).

Available with armrests and writing tablet. 

Accessories

MG F  - with MA1R armrests MG with wood back, padded and 
upholstered seat with the MA5 tablet
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Pioneer Junior College
Singapore

Dupont 
Singapore

Changi Hospital
Singapore

Singapore Immigration
Singapore

St. Gabriel’s Secondary School
Singapore

Shamshuipo School
Hong Kong

Stansfield School of Business
Singapore

Franco Vietnamese Hospital
Vietnam

Monfort Junior College
Singapore



ST. Electronics
Singapore
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The Roundhouse Theatre
United Kingdom

Heeren Fusion Cafe
Singapore

Franco Vietnam Hospital
Vietnam

Emerald Secondary School
Australia

UiTM
Malaysia

Broadrick  School
Singapore

Dublin City University
Ireland

Glasgow Davidson Building
United Kingdom




